
Conspiracy theories and this website

I am willing to publish critical views and different opinions to my own. I
have not been willing to publish one correspondent who every day writes in to
explain how a couple of billionaires run the world. If they changed their
minds global government would still be pushing the same net zero and WHO
agenda.It is vexatious  to have to delete the same old refrains every
day.Some billionaires are attracted to following the fashionable follies of
the world establishment.

I have allowed people to state some disagreement with covid vaccination. This
too is not what I wish to pursue as I do not have a sufficient grounding in
medicine and the vaccination programmes are now behind us. I was critical of
the length and severity of covid lockdowns at the time. Their past wrongs
cannot be altered. Astra Zeneca is currently in court proceedings over side
effects of its vaccine, where there will be a judgement in due course.

You and I will get more out of these exchanges if you engage with the
campaigns I run and the issues I raise. By all means tip the site off about
new mistakes and disasters. When responding it helps to build bridges with
others rather than just expressing anger about most things.

Several of you want a box None of the above on ballot papers. That is a cop
out. Democratic politics is about choosing between what is on offer. If you
don’t like what is on offer join the party nearest to what you want and
battle to change their offer, or start your own party. If you think all the
candidates are bad persuade a better one  to stand  or stand yourself. If you
decline to stand or start a party you are admitting your idea of what is
needed is not sufficiently widely  shared to take off  in an election.
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